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Computer Center completing transition

With its rough-hewn fieldstonc exterior and peaked roofline, the computer center expands
on the previous Dalton computing facility without detracting from the appearance of the
surrounding buildings.
ELIZABETH SC HERBERT
"The facilities are as advanced and as
by Lillian Daniel
powerful as they could possibly be," says
Gunn of the computers that can produce
Since the opening of the new computer
copy that is "camera ready," because the
center, Bryn Mawr students have at their disposal a state of the art word processing
images are so crisp. The Macintosh comsystem that can be learned in as little as two
puters are capable of writing in a variety of
hours.
languages, from Greek to Cyrillic.
"You can feel good on the Macintosh in
Gunn calls the Macintosh computers "a
two hours. With the IBM's it may take about
generation ahead of the IBM PCs," but the
eight," says Allen Gunn, the acting director
IBM PCs are more universally used right
of the center, which is equipped with twelve
now. They are completely compatible with
the Haverford system, so a student can
Macintosh and twelve IBM personal computers, as well as the complex VAX system.
begin typing a paper at one school and fin-

ish it at the next if she wishes, and the exchanging of data is a simple process. Some
consider the IBM PC more suited to the
needs of a programmer, but Gunn stresses
that in the end the selection of a particular
computer is a personal decision.
Gunn has been the acting director for four
months and calls the job "the most interesting and exhausting thing I've ever done."
The new director, Thomas Warger, will take
over in November and Gunn hopes to greet
him with a smoothly running center ready
for policy making.
So far the results of the staffs hard work
are impressive. Given a week to settle into
the new building instead of the whole summer as expected, Gunn has been working up
to ninety-five hours a week getting things
settled.
"I could not be more impressed or more
proud of the staff," says Gunn. About two
thirds of last year's staff graduated while the
amount of equipment almost doubled.
"Learning processes take time," he adds.
"There are literally thousands of problems
that could arise, but the staff members don't
get discouraged. They just keep going out
there."

So far, most students seem to view the
new surroundings for the word processing
center as more pleasant to work in than the
previous location, which was in the basement of Dalton. The new decor is light and
airy, with plenty of room for spreading
books out around the terminals. Said senior
Vivion Vinson about the staff, "Everyone
seems really helpful and knowledgeable,"
before getting back to her Walt Whitman
paper.
The computer center will be offering a
series of seminars for those who would like
help getting to know the equipment. The
dates are as follows: Monday, Oct. 13: Intro,
to IBM PC; Wednesday, Oct. 15: IBM PC
Microsoft Word: Oct. 20: Intro, to VAX VMS
and file systems; Wednesday, Oct. 22: Intro
to Macintosh; Thursday, Oct. 23: Macintosh
Microsoft Word; and Monday, Oct. 27: Intro,
to VAX edit and electronic mail. Stop by the
center any time for more information or to
try it out for yourself.
As for his plans after the new director of
the computer center arrives, Gunn has a
course to finish teaching. "And there's the
issue of sleep," he says. "I'd like to get
some."

Community weighs single-sex future
by Hilary Newman
Bryn Mawr has certainly been making
headlines. First, Newsweek. Then, Ms. Unfortunately, an underlying slant in both articles stems from Goucher College's decision last spring to go co-ed. 'If Goucher can
go co-ed, why not Bryn Mawr?' is the subtly
implied question.
"Bryn Mawr's status as a single-sex font of
excellence is an endangered tradition,"
stated Connie Leslie, author of the Newsweek article. "About two percent of high
school students are willing [presently] to
consider a women's college, whereas in
1960, 13.4 percent of college women attended single-sex institutions," stated Nancy
Wartik of Ms.
The Bryn Mawr-co-ed question has been
contemplated for almost two decades, and
obviously remains unanswered. "I cannot
think that it will not happen, but that is what
I have always said," said President Mary Patterson McPherson. "There's no more panic
[now] than there ever was [over the issue)."
The most salient problem, according to McPherson, is the diminishing attraction of
single-sex education.
"High school students are either sitting in
a girls' school thinking, 'Why should I go to
another single-sex school?' or they're sitting
in a co-ed school thinking, 'Why should I go
to a single-sex school?' It is generally hard to
wander into a school for an admissions day
to capture the attention of those whom society has prepared for co-education," said
McPherson.
A study by the Women's College Coalition reported last January that freshman enrollment at four-year women's colleges has
been down an average of 12 percent for the
last six years. "The study uncovered no
magic message' that needs only to be articulated to bring about a huge upsurge in applications. Nor did it find a pocket of female

students who need only to be reached by the
women's college story in order to be interested," stated the final report of this admissions marketing project.
Students who attended the Hypatia meeting last Wednesday contemplated the situation. Their central focus was, 'Why a
women's college?'
—"Women's colleges tend to bring out
strong women, emotionally and academically," said Lome Kim.
—"I didn't set out to go to a women's college," said Denise Tuggle. "I set out to get
the best education I could."
—"A women's college teaches you a
point of view that you're not secondary,"
said Katherine Sherk. "You're much more
in-tune with issues."
Initial reaction to that question, however,
arose from the Cambridge Associates' financial analysis, completed last May, of
Bryn Mawr's potential spending troubles.
The financial advisory firm recommended a
reduction of expenses through an increase
in enrollment, although that does appear to
be a problem. Could that recommendation
imply an extension across gender lines?
"My first reaction to the analysis was that
we can't go co-ed. But what we should do is
ask why a single-sex college is so
important," said Elisabeth Kushner, an
organizer of the meeting.
Although the merits of single-sex education cannot be overlooked, neither can the
rapidly diminishing applicant pool. "The
problem is making a place like this appealing to a 17-year-old. It has to be something
people want," said McPherson. "We had
very good admissions this year, but she
wonders whether that will continue. "Most
freshmen are not coming here because it is
a women's college, but they leave here
thinking that a women's college is a good
thing."

The new computer center provides a more comfortable working atmosphere, as well as
greatly increased workspace and equipment.
ELIZABETH SCHERBERT

Report urges financial reassessment
by Katherine Dixon
Cambridge Associates, a financial advisor to Bryn Mawr, recently released a
report analyzing the College's long-term
financial future. The College "has never
been in a stronger financial position" according to President Mary Patterson
McPherson, making this a good time to examine "the future implications of the College's financial trends."
Bryn Mawr's endowment, stated McPherson in a memo to the faculty, has grown
from $56,124,205 on May 31, 1981. to
$95,566,501 on May 31, 1986; but the College has been spending from the endowment at too great a rate to preserve its purchasing power. "We're a very complex institution for our size," said McPherson in a
recent interview. Su«~h programs as the
graduate schools place a great strain on a
small institution, and Bryn Mawr has one of
the lowest student—faculty ratios in the
country. "To put it in the simplest terms,"
McPherson wrote in her memo, "we are trying to do more than our available resources
can support."
Cambridge Associates concluded that
"continuation of current operating policies
will lead to a steady deterioration of the College's financial condition" and presented
"alternatives for establishing financial equilibrium." These alternatives included reducing the size of the faculty and the graduate
programs, increasing undergraduate enrollment, and increasing undergraduate tuition
and fees.
One method of increasing undergraduate
enrollment, of course, is admitting men. Co-

education, said McPherson, "is brought to
the fore quickly as a panacea," but the important thing about the presentation of
alternatives was that "no one thing will do it.
It will have to be some combination. The coeducation question should continue to be
looked at; we've been looking at it since
1967." The College does continue to consider the question, she said, "because we
want to continue to have the highest quality
student body and provide the best possible
program. If we conclude that the situation
has become anachronistic or counterproductive, we should stop." However, this does
not look like a possibility in the immediate
future.
On September 27, after reviewing the
(Continued on page 8)

Anthology to provide forum
by Seemi Ghazi
The group COLOR began last year as a
space in which bi-College women of color
could explore their commonalities and differences across the various boundaries of
ASA. ISA, ISU, The Sisterhood, etc.
Through discussion we realized that just as
co-ed institutions are not intrinsically designed to be spaces for women, Bryn Mawr
and Haverford Colleges were not intrinsically designed to be spaces for people of color, and that it is imperative that we consciously seek out such a space in which to
articulate our concerns. While some of our
meetings were closed, they were not ideologically insular any more than is Smith Col(Continued on page 6)
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Men and the mother tongue
For the college-age woman who has come to realize herself as a
feminist, the following scenario, played out in infinite variations, has
become a commonplace, almost a rite of passage. Confronted with an
example of sexism (or racism, homophobia, militarism, violence, inequity), she is moved to act or react (to speak out, to write, to march).
"You've become so anti-male," society responds, like a Greek chorus.
That she has chosen, rather, to define herself as pro-woman is merely
an academic distinction, a play on words.
We of the College News, constantly growing in our own consciousness and awareness and often prone to act and react in print, have encountered similar reactions to oureditorial policy, often from those who
have not been there through our growth as feminists and the College
News's growth as a vehicle for feminist writing. We are decidedly prowoman in our representation of Bryn Mawr as a women's college. But
while producing a feminist newspaper/journal, we in no way intend to
ignore or deny the presence of men in our lives and in our community.
A woman's space, be it her classroom, her dorm room, her studio or
her journal, is a resource integral to her sense of identity and her individual growth. The CollegeNews, written, edited, and managed by women,
exists to provide such a space. But to deny the influence of the men in
our lives on what we write or how we speak would be impossible. That
we choose to speak and write as ux>men in no way denies or devalues the
voices of men, past and present, positive and negative, in our lives.

Gunn addresses concerns
Following on the concerns brought forth
in the last edition of the College Mews
regarding the new computer center, I
wanted to write and discuss with the
community the state of academic computing and the progress we are making in
the new computer center.
The advances that we have made in hardware are astounding. We have gone from
one minicomputer to three, with disk capacity increasing five-fold, and memory capacity increasing ten-fold. Where last year we
had five microcomputers, we now have 32.
And on top of all this, we are linking all these
resources together on a campus-wide computer network that will allow access from all
academic buildings. The issues involved in
migrating from one system and learning
several new ones are not trivial, and we are
working hard to keep pace with the new
technology.
What we must ask from the community is
your patience. A great advance such as the
one that we are making in academic computing cannot be effected instantly. As a

result, there are and will be times when all
systems are not as they should be. Of course
we wish that it could be otherwise, but that is
simply not realistic.
Let me stress our philosophy in serving
the community. We are enablers, here to try
and help you accomplish what you need and
want to do with the computer resources
available. We are not miracle workers, and
we will not promise to solve all problems
that come our way. Instead, we will guarantee our complete effort in creating an optimal environment for academic and
research computing, from word processing
to programming to statistical analysis and
number crunching.
If you are a veteran of academic computing, we thank you for your continuing
support. If you are new to academic computing, we invite you to come by and see
what we have to offer. Academic computing
at the College has moved into an exciting
new phase, and we encourage you to be a
part of the excitement.
Allen Gunn
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Traditions
Just when you thought you were safe from Traditions. . . it's time for Freshman Class Hall
Plays! The plays take place Saturday and Sunday, October 18 and 19 in the Goodhart Common Room (time to be announced later). Frosh in each hall are responsible for writing and
performing a humorous play about their first impressions of BMC. The plays should include a
song written by you (it can be to the tune of something else) and anything else you feel inspired to throw in. Plays should run about 15 to 20 minutes each. The plays will be divided up
into the two nights and judged by an incredibly impartial panel of upperclassmen. This is
mainly for fun, so enjoy yourselves!!
Any freshmen or transfers who have lantern problems or are without a lantern should contact us as soon as possible. Clpperclassmen with lantern problems should go to the book
shop.
A hundred thanks to all who helped with and/or participated in Lantern Night!!! We are really grateful for all of the help. A special thanks to the Sophomore Class Songsmistress and Copresidents.
Relievedly yours,
Melissa Lindholm
BoxC-731
X5086

and

Alicia Rudie
Box C-783
X5085

Violent implications offend
The September 24, 1986 "Food for
Feminist Thought" column featuring a
recipe for "Cock in Wine" was a particularly
disturbing and demeaning piece of journalism. I found the implied violence appalling
and completely outside the values of
humanism and security upheld by the
community. If I were a man on the Bryn
Mawr campus, I would feel threatened by
the column's implications—the same as if
the gender in it had been reversed.
Similarly, I was left with negative images
of violence after viewing Luis Bunuel's film,
That Obscure Object of Desire, shown in
Thomas 110 on October 2. 1986. In the film
women were depicted as weak and as prostitutes and were beaten and referred to as
"sacks of excrement," The film was a black
satire concerning one man's obsession with
a young woman.
The Rape Culture Project of last year

stressed the importance of humanism and
the right to live in a violent-free environment. I believe that both the article and the
film negate these values and work instead to
create fear and distrust among community
members. I hope that this letter will spark
further discussion about this issue and will
further the work of the Rape Culture Project.
Susan Dawson
Social Work Graduate Student
While we chose to reprint the recipe from
the Alice B. Toklas Cookbook because the
matter-of-fact lone stmck us as funny, we
realize, in retrospect, that the suggestion of
violence was threatening and inappropriate.
We regret any negative implication of the article and continue to welcome the input of the
community as we strive to produce a quality
feminist newspaper/journal.
The Editors

Guest Mawrtyrs denied lanterns
We are extremely disturbed at learning
that guest students to Bryn Mawr College
were denied the right to participate in
Lantern Night by the Traditions Mistresses.
The sole reason given was that these
students will not be graduating from Bryn
Mawr. This argument is not convincing. We
do not feel that the emotional impact of
such a decision was fully considered.
Lantern Night represents a formal
welcome to new undergraduates. By deny-

Piracy condemned
As the operator referred to in Marcy Epstein's letter of last week, I would like to make
something clear to the community. I refused
to help Marcy's friend save her seven pages
of paper because her friend was using
pirated software. When asked how she
obtained her obviously non-Apple issued
disk, the friend said, "I copied it from my
mother's MacWrite disk." That means that
both she and her mother have one copy of
MacWrite for use on two machines, which
constitutes software piracy. I, personally,
cannot condone such activity, and therefore
refused to help this woman. I also clearly
explained to her why I would not give aid.
Illegal use of software is a serious crime; at
the University of Pennsylvania, for example,
if you are caught making, selling, buying, or
using pirated software, your computing
privileges are suspended and you may be
expelled from the University.
Laura La Gassa

ing these students lanterns, are the Traditions Mistresses implying that guest
students are onlookers rather than participants in the Bryn Mawr community?
That is surely not the message that Bryn
Mawr wishes to convey. Does it follow that a
guest student cannot go through a Hell
Week trial nor sing at the step-sings?
To bring this down to a purely financial
level, a guest student pays the same SGA
dues (money that funds Traditions) as any
other undergraduate. She is therefore
entitled to what all other undergraduates
enjoy.
We should remember the true meaning
of AKOCJE.

Rebecca Carpenter
Michelle Charles
Angela Lee
Don! Phillips
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Beware of JJwgs Bugs On Campus
"I think I want to write a column for the
College Mews," I said at lunch. "What should
I write about?"
"Something universal," said my companion. "Write something that everyone can
relate to."
So I searched long and hard for a subject
with which everyone at Bryn Mawr could
identify, regardless of background, major,
or politics, and I came up with bugs. Not the
ones that make you bang your head on your
computer terminal—I mean the other ones,
those ubiquitous beasties which range so
widely in size, shape and general shock
value, and which contribute, correspondingly, so much to our lives here.
My first encounter with Bugs On Campus
came the night before my first day of classes
fresh(wo)man year. To be precise, it was my
roommate's first encounter with B.O.C.—
she was stung by a bee at three in the morning, and woke me up. I was not very sympathetic (for which I apologize now, having
had a recent impromptu education in bee
stings and their effects), especially after she
went back to sleep and I was still awake. All
night. I virtually slept through the allimportant First Day of School, and was very
cranky at dinner. But in retrospect I see that
those bees—it turned out that there was a
whole nest outside our window—taught me
an important lesson in healthy respect for
normal waking hours, especially at college.
It was a lesson 1 have never forgotten; in fact,
I don't think I've kept a single normal waking hour since.
Another member of B.O.C. is the famous
Bryn Mawr Beastie, more prosaically known
as the water bug, or the giant water bug, or
the oh-my-God-did-you-see-that-thing-itwas-as-big-as-my-foot. Almost every Bryn
Mawr student has met up with this. . . um
.. . creature during her four years here,
usually at inconvenient times (any time), in
inconvenient places (anywhere). Again, my
most memorable confrontation with the
Beastie was during my first year, and again,
it was really a communal interaction—one
might almost say a bonding experience. (As
in: "You guys! You think this is female bonding?" "Mo, Elisabeth, it's Monopoly. Shut up
and roll.")

A description may be in order here,
although you would never miss a Beastie if
you saw one, nor could you fail to recognize
it as its singularly horrific self. Beasties are
generally one to three inches long, often
longer, with many legs and very long antennae, and large, dark, shiny bodies. These dry
words fail to convey the effect of a Beastie
when encountered unexpectedly. Let me
emphasize: they are huge They move liketorpedoes, and I don't care if they don't
sting, they are up to no good. They also
make a mess when squashed with a shoe or
a wad of toilet paper.
We of Radnor third floor were not prepared for the Invasion of the Giant Water

Elizabeth Kushner
Bugs in the spring of 1984. Their first appearance was, inevitably, at three in the
morning, when I heard my two most imperturbable hallmates—usually known for
smoking, throwing back shots of Jack
Daniels and sleeping into the afternoonscreaming in their room. I ran down the hall
to make sure they were all right, only to find
them standing on their beds yelling, "A bug!
A giant bug! It's over there! Get it!"
The bugs were unstoppable. We
screamed, we backed away, we called
Physical Plant. Eventually we grew braver
and tried more constructive extermination
methods, such as the aforementioned shoes
and toilet paper. The more squeamish
among us used a sustained direct application of Raid, sprayed until the Beastie was
effectively drowned in it and stopped scuttling across the floor, slowly rolled over, and
waved its legs and tentacles in the air as if to
bid its murderess a last, sinister farewell.
If the above description seems particularly graphic, it may be because it is
engraved on my memory as the first time I
killed a Beastie in my own room. This
occurred late in the season, long after I had
become used to the late-night screams,
door-slammings and shoe-throwings. I was
even relatively good at killing the Beasties in

my friends' rooms: I'd stroll in like the
Rambo of Radnor, armed with toilet paper,
deaf to the chaos around me. I was actually
getting very smug about the whole thing until I opened my door one day to see an alltoo-familiar shape moving along the floor! I
screamed, ran for the bug spray, and never
scoffed again.
Which is another thing: Bugs teach us
tolerance. You never know who will be
afraid of bugs; it's not always the people you
expect One legendary story concerns a
now-graduated Mawrtyr, famous for her wit
and insouciance, who, finding a bug in her
bed one night when she was hosting a prospective student, jumped out of bed, dragged
the prospective out of her sleeping bag, and
made her kill the bug. (The prospective is
now at Yale.)
Some bugs manage to integrate themselves successfully into campus life. The
ants in Rhoads South, for example, have
been known to share meals with the
students, and it is said that all the bugs in
Erdman got together to form a welcoming
party, complete with banner, at the beginning of Customs Week this year. Others

Apartheid apathy angers
by Dlba Siddiqi
Are people on this campus genuinely
concerned about the state of apartheid in
South Africa? Where is the fervor of last
semester, when we "occupied" Taylor,
draped banners from Pern Arch, lay down
on the floors of Wyndham while trustees
intensely discussed the issue of
"divestment"? Perhaps we need to be
shaken again, to be reminded that Apartheid still kills.
Bryn Mawr still has stock in South Africa.
The trustees of the college will inform the
investment committee to begin divesting
this stock in December, 1986. Hopefully, all
of "Bryn Mawr's money" will be out of South
Africa by May 1987. Even while we approve
of this "final" decision, we should remember
that apartheid is still very much alive.
The "Anti-Apartheid Group" organized a

£>e«A^ Vvv^r I itvwADear Ms. Hank,
The last issue of the College Mews disturbed me. Why is there so much injustice
in the land? And what can we do to change
this?
Disgruntled

magically turned into elastic. What is going on here? I'm not sure that I don't like it
(it does seem kind of appealing, now that
I'm used to it); I just don't understand
these changes.
Late Adolescent Fresh worn

Dear Disgruntled,
Twas not always so! The ancient Greeks
believed the personification of Justice to be
a woman, the goddess Dike. Dike was portrayed blindfolded (to prevent prejudices),
holding a pair of scales—the picture of fairness. Through the centuries, this vision was
somehow eroded until now—well, just look.
Ms. Hank sees but one obvious solution:
fewer fascists in the courts, more Personifications of Justice! (And I don't want to
hear about Sandra Day O'Connor. She may
not be a man, but she is certainly no Dike.)

My dear worn,
You forgot to mention one thing, but the
brilliant Ms. Hank has deduced this nonetheless. You are on the meal plan. And you
eat (you must, I know you must) in Haffner.
The reason all these strange things are
happening to your body is that you are
eating strange food. Didn't they tell you,
upon arrival, that life here at the Big Bluff
(what? you didn't know what Bryn Mawr
really meant in Welsh?) centerea aiuuim
food? This is true in more ways than are
immediately apparent. Life does not only
center around food: life springs from food,
life is food, food is life. Thus it follows that a
dining hall should be a microcosm of the
universe, and the time we spend in it a condensed version of Existence. Once you
realize this, you have reached a higher state
of consciousness.
While eating at Haffner (which you
undoubtedly do), have you never noticed

Dear Ms. Hank,
Helpl I arrived on this campus svelte and
beautiful. But after a month at Bryn Mawr,
my face was rejecting makeup and my hair
was growing shorter and shorter. Weirdest
of all, my clothes were refusing to tuck
themselves in, my belts eloped with my
high-heeled shoes and all my waistbands

meet with more difficulty. This fall has
brought a seemingly numberless contingent of bees to campus, and they are
definitely unsociable. It has been suggested
that they were shipped in by the administration to make up for the no pets rule; personally, I would rather have a gerbil. The
bees have no respect for the Social Honor
Code, and will sting anyone at any time,
whether she is at a picnic (traditional fair turf
for bees) or in a class. My roommate, of
course, knew this years ago, but this fall the
experience has taken on universal proportions. Bees are everywhere, as are students
with meat tenderizer and bandages on their
hands, arms, faces, etc. Mo one is safe.
Which is, I think, the essential contribution of Bugs on Campus. They are a leveler,
a common factor which allows us to transcend our petty differences and stand united
in sympathy and sisterhood, nursing our
bee stings and wiping the Beastie gook off
of our floors. And so, to this littleappreciated but active group, I would just
like to say: Thank you, Bugs on Campus;
you made me realize what it is to be a
Mawrtyr.

that the rooms in that dining hall look an
awful lot like fishbowls? The awful truth, my
dear worn, is that they are fishbowls. Yes.
And you are a fish. And Haffner food is fish
food (which is how you got that way). That's
right, check behind your ears for those gills.
I told you so.
Of course, not all dining halls serve fish
food. But the very fact that BMC has four of
them means that we eat four times as much
as most people, and if food is life, well then
we live four times as intensely. (Oh, it all
makes so much sense.) But really, being a
fish isn't all that bad—I should know. I have
found that, in the great scheme of things, it
matters very little what or how much I eat, so
I just follow my amphibious instincts. And
anyway, the more I eat, the greater the
scheme of things seems to become. (I'm a
solipsist, in case you haven't guessed.)
So go ahead! Indulge! Just keep in mind
one thing which cannot be stressed strongly
enough: you are what you eat. Or in other
words,
Real wim don't eat men! Love,
Ms. Hank

rally on Saturday, Sept. 27, to serve as a
reminder of the atrocious state of apartheid.
Senti Thobejane and Roger Jardine, South
African students at Haverford, were to speak
at the gathering. The sparse attendance at
the widely-publicized rally was a sore reminder of the apathetic mood on campus.
About 25 people gathered outside Wyndham, 'midst a light drizzle, in response to
Anti-Apartheid's call.
Bryn Mawr's imminent divestment is by
no means a signal for sitting back complacently. Apartheid still kills. South Africans
still have urgent stories to tell.

Center defended
I am writing in response to the letter in
last week's paper by Marcy Epstein, one of
your staff persons, who expressed her "frustration" about the new Academic Computing Center. I am at present one of the
Computer Center's operators and feel this
gives me some extra insight to the issues I
will discuss.
First of all, Marcy states in her letter that
she expected the "transition from the basement of Dalton to the new building [to be]
rocky." Yet, she fails to realize that the opening of the new Computer Center was really
not a transition from the old center in the
basement of Dalton, but a whole new process of arduous endeavor. Being a completely new building, most everything in it
was built up from "scratch" and in such
circumstances one cannot expect the
system to be completely functional immediately. We must remember that the Center
was behind schedule for completion last
semester and therefore those responsible
for the organization of the center for this fall
had an enormous task to accomplish in a
condensed amount of time. Furthermore,
Bryn Mawr lost its Director of Academic
Computing Services, Jay Anderson, at the
end of last semester and had to deal with
such a loss, most likely with some organizational problems.
The case that "the user is far more dependent upon the monitors than ever before" is
somewhat obvious but should be only a
temporary situation for the user.
Marcy is correct in her report that in the
case of a monitor failing to show up the
Center must close down. This should happen rarely now that the operators have fixed
working hours, and only during the weekend or after 5:00 pm.
I hope Marcy and others will be patient
with the installment of the New Computer
Center and begin to see the advantages and
uniqueness it possesses.
Alison Richards
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Conflicts and commonalities: per
Bryn Mawr presents unique work environment
by Allison Louis
Many Mawrters realize in the course of
four years that Bryn Mawr is special, that
interacting within a women's community
has made them more sensitive to women's
issues and to themselves as women. Yet in a
community that reaffirms one's position as
a woman and an individual, that sets women
faculty members as role models for the
students, few of us think of the men here
and how they also affect and are affected by
our perspective.
"I myself don't feel part of the women's
community," explained sociology professor
David Karen, "but I'd like to think that what I
teach helps to influence the women's
community, that it extends beyond the
classroom into real life for women here."
"What I find particularly exciting about
Bryn Mawr is working with a group that is
coming to discover itself politically," he
continued. "It's exciting to watch women go
through a process of self-empowerment."
"In this particular environment we're
trained to be non-sexist," said physics professor Neal Abraham. "Meanwhile, at conferences, professors from co-ed institutions
always comment about how glorious it must
be to stand before a class of women as
opposed to bleary-eyed men, or constantly
say how 'nice' it is to find an occasional
female student in their science class."
"Professors from other institutions always
assume that the undergraduate science student is male. They don't realize that women
actually do take science courses and major
in the sciences. On the national average, 16
percent of undergraduate students major in
physics. Bryn Mawr itself produces 2-3 percent of these undergrads, and yet the
science student remains stereotypically
male."
Chuck Heyduk, director of Student Services, also feels that Bryn Mawr tends to
develop a "non-sexist environment." Relationships here, he feels, are very "personoriented." "You are working with your colleagues as equals, regardless of their sex.
There is a great deal of mutual respect in
this community for both men and women;
that's not something you would necessarily
see in a co-ed institution."
"What's interesting to me is how I've
become 'genderless' working here," commented David Karen. "For example, the first
course I ever taught was Social Inequality. I
had eleven or twelve students, all of them
women. At the end of the first class, I was
walking out with a student, and she turned
to me and said, 'Boy, I really hope that no

Neal Abraham, professor of physics, sees
"a big difference between the men and
women in a class" at Bryn Mawr.
courtesy Public Information

here break out of that mode," said Neal
Abraham, "but it's so difficult to provide
enough of a challenge for some, while
simultaneously encouraging those lacking
the self-confidence to be more aggressive,
to approach us and ask questions. Once
they achieve that level of needed selfconfidence, the change in attitude is
dramatic! The woman becomes far more
independent and self-assured."

"Sometimes a student will say to me, 'How can you possibly understand? You're not a
woman'," says Chuck Heyduk, director of Student Services
m photo
men enroll in your course; it would totally
change the atmosphere.' 1 was flattered that
my gender in no way inhibited class discussions, or the 'women's community' atmosphere, and yet I could not deny that I was a
man."
On the other hand. Chuck Heyduk is in a
particularly difficult situation, for on occasion he finds that women project their anger
and frustrations upon him because he is a
man. "Sometimes a student will say to me,
'How can you possibly understand? You're
not a woman.' Sometimes people assume
that I do things just flex my 'maleness' in a
female community.
But on the whole he feels the community
is both responsive to and supportive of him.
"Everyone tends to go out of their way to include me in things; women are more aware
of discomfort I may feel as a man interacting in a women's community than I am!"

What's interesting to me is
how I've become 'genderless'
working here."
—David Karen
A women's community is not just challenging for women, but also for men. "In
fact," said Chuck Heyduk, "I think it's even
more extraordinary the influence of a
women's community on men than on
women. Men are so used to being 'the dominant group.' Entering into a community
such as this one, where society's prescribed
sex roles do not apply, is extremely difficult.
I think initially it's hard for men to learn to
deal with that."
Indeed, Bryn Mawr fosters an atmosphere
that helps men and women break free of
societal "type-casting." According to David
Karen and Meal Abraham, students initially
fall into stereotypical sex roles. "By junior
year there is a great change in both men and
women students," said Neal Abraham, "but I
find the change to be far more drastic in the
women."
"In the introductory courses," explained
David Karen, "the men are more aggressive
than the women, and are more willing to
participate in class discussions."
"You perceive a big difference between
the men and women in the class," agreed
Meal Abraham. "The women tend to listen
more and object less. A study was done at
MIT comparing men and women science
students who received the same grades.
When each student was asked about how
they felt about their grades, generally the
men would blame the professor and the

method of teaching for their not receiving a
4.0, whereas the women would blame themselves."
On the average, women tend to be more
self-critical, and more apologetic for asking
a "stupid" question. "We try to help women

All three men agree that the atmosphere
at Bryn Mawr is both "powerful" and "empowering." As our mentors they have
helped us to develop a better sense of ourselves. As our "pupils" they have become
more sensitized to overt and covert sexism,
not only in society but in their individual
fields. They strive not only to make us aware
of the stereotypical sex roles in the larger
society, but also to make us believe that this
form of "typecasting" can be overcome. All
believe the women's community here is vital
to the growth of students and faculty,
regardless of their sex.
Chuck Heyduk summed it all up: "I see a
women's community as an anchor or foundation from which to grow. I would hate to
see Bryn Mawr go co-ed in composition if
that meant losing the sense of a women's
community. The ideologies here at Bryn
Mawr are good things to be challenged by."

Siblings, sneakers & separatism
by Farar Elliott
In December of 1985,1 came out as a lesbian to my family. Since then my little
brother hasn't spoken to me. That makes
this a very ambivalent account of the man in
my life. I don't have anything positive to say
about Schuyler. We've never gotten along—
we used to fight about one of us having
eaten more than half the package of Oreos
—and we certainly aren't on good terms
now. I cant think of many redeeming
qualities about him. He's eighteen and he
does everything that would irritate an older
sister. Even so, I don't hate him. I don't even
not love him. I'm a separatist, and by all accounts I should be thrilled at the chance to
rid myself of another man. But I'm not.
Even in the face of Schuyler dissociating
himself from me in what I consider an irresponsible way, I still love him. It's not
because I'm a glutton for punishment. It is
solely because he's my brother. As I was
thinking about what I wanted to say in this
article, I tried to think of other reasons, but
all I ever came up with was the time he gave

me his red high tops when he outgrew them.
Sneakers are not the stuff of which a lasting
relationship is made. I guess sibling-ness is,
however, since I'm still trying to repair my
relationship with my brother.
When you think about it, the idea that a
brother could be that essential isn't so
unlikely; Schuyler is the only other person I
could have been, that is, the only other set of
genes that conceivably could have been
mine; he's also the only other person who
has the same past as I do. Mo one but my
brother can share with me the prolonged
agony of having to wait until EVERYONE in
turn had emptied their stockings before we
could even think about the presents under
the tree.
For a feminist, and certainly for a lesbian
separatist, the personal is political. This dictum usually holds for my life, but in a few
cases, like that of my brother, it falls down. I
find that I cannot entirely eliminate men
from my life, because although these days I
find it painful, I cannot eliminate my brother
from my life—the connection is too strong.

Labels constrict participation
by Lynne Bowers and Justine Jentes
We have found that being involved with a
man on this campus is, in a sense, a singular
experience, and one that other Mawrters
share because it seems to raise problems
that do not exist elsewhere. We therefore
feel a need to voice our feelings and to
address how a heterosexual relationship
affects one's interaction with other people
on the Bryn Mawr campus. Once a woman is
involved in such a relationship, people seem
to define her in terms of being a couple,
assuming that she is then committed to the
bi-College scene. There seems to be an
assumption that she is less of a feminist and
not entirely dedicated to women's issues
because she is sleeping with a man.
Why is it that people take heterosexuals/
bisexuals less seriously as feminists? We
feel ourselves to be as concerned with
women's issues as anyone else. We don't
feel that the labels "lesbian," "bisexual." or

"heterosexual" are what count; the only
distinction that is important is "feminist." It
has never mattered to us. in any context,
who was involved with whom, male or
female. Why does it seem to concern
others? And furthermore, people should be
able to accept that one can care for a person,
regardless of their sex.
These questions and feelings that we raise
grow out of a tension we have experienced
between women who are not necessarily lesbians but who choose not to be involved in
bi-College interaction, and women who
have chosen to have men as part of their
lives on campus. There have been times
when we have been reluctant to participate
in women's groups because we felt that our
presence would be questioned. We wonder
how many others share this reluctance, and
have thus avoided getting involved.
We hope that in saying things that have
been left unsaid, relations between women
on campus will be facilitated.
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spectives on the men in our lives
Group raises men's awareness
by Elisabeth Kushner

Two women, two brothers. Seniors Angela Johnson (in denim) and Farar Elliot reflect on
how their feminisms have affected their brothers or their brothers affect their feminism.
KARIN SCHWARTZ

"Dialogue About Men" was inspired by
pro-feminists Sam Diener and John Cohen's
talk on "Men in the Feminist Movement" at
last year's Seven Sisters Conference. The
group was started, says member Howard
Freedman, because "we were uncomfortable with the conception of masculinity
handed to us" in Western society, a conception which encourages the abuse of male
power, and idealizes violence, an unrealistic
image of sex, and a limited ability to
communicate.
Discussion meetings are open to women,
and women do attend; "It's not a 'men's
group," explains Freedman, but a group for
the exploration of issues from the standpoint of men's experience. Some of the
topics discussed have been homophobia,

Brother's life separate but intertwined
by Angela Johnson
Since I came to Bryn Mawr, my circle of
friends has become more and more female;
I have made few male friends in the past
years, and lost touch with my old ones. This
has happened partly by design and partly by
chance. One man, however, remains firmly
fixed on my list of all-time favorite people:
my brother Richard.
Richard is sixteen; he works at Sack-nSave. He is 5'9", I guess, with silky blond hair
that falls behind his ears to his shoulders. He
was born when I was 4 years, 11 months and
4 days old, and we've been together ever
since.
I adore my brother; everything he does is
just perfect as far as I'm concerned. When
my mother and grandmother and aunt were
in a panic because he dropped out of school.
I was so proud of him: it is not an easy thing
to drop out of 10th grade when your parents
work at the University, your sister is at Bryn
Mawr and you have a reputation for
brilliance yourself. And then when he went
to the prom that same year, with the
daughter of the high school guidance
counselor no less, I was proud again. In fact,
I cut his hair, lent him my real wool swallowtail tux and made Melissa a corsage which
she told him she couldn't keep since I had
made it for him. He still has it in a box in his
room, along with all the letters I ever wrote
him, the leather boots I stitched him in '83
and our great-grandmother's knife.
Our family moved around a lot, which
makes a special bond between Rich and me.
I spent this past summer in Portales, for
the first time since I graduated, so I had the
pleasure of being with my brother again.
Rich has this dog, Jude; she's a Brittany, but
she never grew like she was supposed to, so
she only weighs maybe 18 pounds. But she
is FAST. She can be running a good 15 mph
and come to a dead stop in 5 ft. Anyway, she
and Rich have a very deep and meaningful
relationship. She goes everywhere with him
and sleeps with him. She hangs out in his
car just in case he decides to go somewhere,
and when she sees him coming she does a
little dance of ecstasy. However, in their relationship she definitely calls the shots. One
morning he decided (somewhat surprisingly) to change his sheets, on which she was lying. So he of course made her get up. She
was incensed, and she ignored him the rest
of the day. But she didn't just passively ignore him and wait for him to notice. She
forced it on him. She followed him everywhere around the house, steadfastly ignoring him. When he sat down, she did too,
with her back to him. When I sat on his other
side and called her. she jumped off the
counch, ran around his long legs and
jumped back on rather than acknowledge
him by jumping over him.
Rich also has a motorcycle. It's a
Kawasaki 650 with detachable windscreen.

He's paying for it with his job at Sack-nSave. He also has a sleek black helmet
which I helped him pick out. It was a tricky
decision because we had to maximize looks
(for him) and safety (for our mom) while
minimizing price: a three-variable problem.

People come and go In my
life with terrible regularity, but
my brother Is my constant"
—Angela Johnson
Also, we had just had a big fight because it
was 105 degrees out and we had to drive our
mom's deluxe Pontiac station wagon to
Clovis.and my dog threw up in it. He likes to
give me little driving suggestions, which infuriates me: after all, who is the older one?
Who has been driving since she was twelve?
Who has had her license for five years now?
Anyway, sometimes he takes me out for a
ride on his motorcycle, although never
faster than 25 mph, because then I get
scared. Motorcycles definitely win in the
competition for cool ways to make the drag

(3-speed bicycles lose). Sometimes he says
he'll ride the Kawasaki to Pennsylvania to
see me, but this seems doubtful.
Richard also has a '65 Mustang fastback
(same year as me!) Unfortunately, it doesn't
run very often, but he is a whiz at fixing it; he
can work for twelve hours at a stretch without kicking the hell out of it. When people
tell me he dropped out of school because he
had no staying power, I just laugh.
This kid is so terrific: I know better than
anyone in the world what he has gone
through and continues to suffer in that little
cow-town. I ache for him, trapped in what I
escaped from: alcoholism, ignorance, racism and a stupendous lack of imagination.
He used to tell me that the whole town was
evil, but now he just says it's full of bad
memories. People come and go in my life
with terrible regularity, but Rich is my constant. We go back so far together. We have
the same parents. We both have one squinty
eye. And he knows that I won't beat him up if
he can just make me laugh. (I used to
scream, "don't you dare make me laugh! I'll
kill you!") What a cool guy to be the most
important man in my life!

rape, fathers, feminism, and pornography.
There is a conscious effort to restrict the
dialogue to the realm of personal experience and feelings; the discussions are not
for philosophizing or self-removal from the
problem," but for exploration of the issues
as men have experienced them, and how
they can change themselves and these
destructive structures.
This year Dialogue About Men plans to
expand its focus, sponsoring visits by
Timothy Banicke and other lecturers, and
showing films with discussions afterwards.
Last year the group sponsored "Walk a Mile
in Your Sister's Shoes," a day-long rape
awareness project, and the group is planning another project next semester on
images of male violence.
Freedman stressed that the emphasis of
the group is on the discussions, and the
process of men questioning themselves and
the surrounding culture. The goal is not to
emerge with a consensus of opinion, but to
enable participants to better understand the
problems themselves. While this may make
mobilizing around a particular issue, such as
pornography, more difficult, it preserves the
purpose of the group as a "dialogue."
Questioning is not an end in itself;
Dialogue About Men encourages men to go
beyond the boundaries of the group and
work for change with other organizations,
such as CAWS and the Gay People's
Alliance. More contact with other men's
groups is also planned for this year.
Freedman sees Dialogue About Men as
addressing two needs in the community:
"First, men don't talk about issues of male
power and violence; but also, men just don't
talk." The process of discussion can be constructive in itself, as well as leading to
political insights. But "there's no pretension
that we're doing something to congratulate
ourselves about," says Freedman; "it's just a
necessary thing for ourselves and for everybody."

Surrogate father fills nurturing role
by Natasha Gray
When my mother divorced my father, my
sister and I became her private army. We
were ferociously protective and any man
who wanted to date our mother had to pass
first through our quality control test. Actually it was almost impossible to pass the test,
but you could survive if you were lucky.
There was only one man who ever passed.
His name was John. He listened patiently as
we informed him that he was only one of
Mommy's many boyfriends, and that he had
a big nose. He wasn't shocked when he
awoke to find that I and some friends were
staging a mock funeral for him while he was
sleeping. Finally one night my sister and I, in
a true frenzy, dressed poor John in my
mother's clothes and renamed him Johnas
(a female version of John) and so he was initiated into our little community of women.
John has been my step-father for thirteen
years now. Looking back, I see how difficult
it must have been for him. A step-father has
a rather strange status. In cases where the
mother has custody, as in my house, a stepfather ends up spending much more time
with the children than the natural father.
Although it is he who does all the nurturing,
and not the "Saturday" father, society is unsure of whether he deserves to be considered a "real" father. Children too are confused; they may have a terrible relationship
with their biological father and love their
stepfather deeply, yet to insist that the two

are equal seems like a betrayal of the natural
father. This is especially so when the natural
father is openly competitive.

deciding who is and who isn't a successful
parent.

For a period of about two years my
mother and my step-father separated. It was
very difficult for John and me. I was very
angry about the whole thing. Having three
sets of family obligations seemed excessive.
How many Christmas dinners would I be
asked to eat? How many delicate egos
would I have to juggle? I was also afraid that
John would become as emotionally
manipulative as Daddy. John was also worried. Was he my father or was he just my
mother's ex-husband? Did I truly love him or
was it that it was convenient to love him
when he was around? There were a lot of
tensions, but somehow we managed to
maintain our relationship for those two
years. Most step-parent and child relationships don't survive a break-up between a
parent and stepparent. That is often painful
for all the people involved.
Being a step-parent is usually not easy.
The position of step-parents poses many
complex questions. I don't have any
answers. One thing is for certain, however:
more and more children are going to have
either step-parents or some sort of surrogate
parents. Society has to rethink the ways that
it looks at parenting. Nurturance and not
blood relation should be the criterion for

•S»
Natasha Gray recalls how she and her sister
subjected their step-father to a bizarre
women's fashion ritual before accepting
him into their all-female family.
meptroto
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Indian lawyer addresses int'l women's rights
by Lorrie Kim
On Wednesday, Oct. 1, Indian feminist
lawyer Ranu Basu spoke at Bryn Mawr on
"Women's Rights and Legal Defense." Her
focus was on the international aspect of
women's rights; she specializes in immigration law and international trade.
Basu, who holds degrees from Washington University (where she had highest
grades in her graduating class), Calcutta
University Law College, London University,
and several from Calcutta University, is one
of the first Asian women to head her own
law firm in the U.S. (in Washington, D.C.).

The Women's Bar Association, AsianAmerican Bar Association, Women's Legal
Defense Fund, Organization of Pan Asian
Women, National Network of Asian and
Pacific Women, and International Women's
Rights Actionwatch (just formed this year)
are among the many associations to which
she belongs; she has also published extensively.
One group in which Basu is particularly
active is the Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Discrimination Against
Women. She addressed the discrepancy between adoption of such charters as the 1945
U.N. charter for equality for all men and

The Dates Women Make
Thursday, Oct. 9

BMC volleyball against N.E. Christian
7 pm
CAWS meeting
Women's Center, 8 pm

Saturday, Oct. 11

Art Club
Arnecliffe, 1—3 pm

Sunday, Oct. 12

Women's Center Steering Collective
Women's Center, 8 pm

Monday, Oct. 13

Amnesty International
Campus Center, 8:30 pm, Rm. 200
Lesbian Bisexual Support Group
Campus Center, 9 pm

Wednesday, Oct. 15

Hypatia
Women's Center, 8 pm

Thursday, Oct. 16

Companie Claude Beauclair presents
Moliere's Le Misanthrope
Goodhart, 8 pm
CAWS
Women's Center, 8 pm

Saturday, Oct. 18

Art Club
Arnecliffe, 1—3 pm
LBSG party
Applebee Barn, 10—2

Sunday, Oct. 19

Women's Alliance presents Hunter Davis in concert
Main Lounge, 8 pm

Monday, Oct. 20

Amnesty International
Campus Center, 8:30 pm, Rm. 200
LBSG
Campus Center, 9 pm
Women's Center Film Series presents Little Women
Campus Center, 9:00 pm

Tuesday, Oct. 21

Bryn Mawr Friends of Music presents
Bill Cratty Dance Theatre
Goodhart, 8 pm

Wednesday, Oct. 22

Women Writers at BMC; Cynthia Ozick (Fiction)
Campus Center room 105, 1:15 pm

Thursday, Oct. 23

BMC Volleyball vs. Cheyney
Rider, 6 pm
CAWS
Women's Center, 8 pm

Friday, Oct. 24

Bi-College Student Theatre Co. presents One-Acts
Founders Great Hall, 7:30 pm

Saturday, Oct. 25

Art Club
Arnecliffe, 1—3 pm
One-Acts
Founders, 7:30 pm

Sunday, Oct. 26

Women's Center Steering Collective
Women's Center, 8 pm

Monday, Oct. 27

Amnesty International
Campus Center, 8:30 pm, Rm. 200
LBSG
Campus Center, 9 pm
Women's Center Rim Series presents SUkwood
Campus Center, 9:00 pm

Tuesday, Oct. 28

BMC Volleyball against Eastern College
7 pm

If you would like to have your organization's events listed in the College Hews calendar, please
contact Lorrie Kim at C— 1035 by the Friday before the next issue is out. For information on
meeting times of the Women's Center Library, Social, and Health Collectives, consult the
bulletin board outside the Women's Center.

women, and the actual state of affairs:
women still have inferior status under the
law, especially in such areas as legal property, marriage, public affairs, and prostitution. "When there is war, poverty, the
people to suffer most are the women." But
she stressed that promotion of women's
rights is not the same as equal rights for
women, and that often equal rights is a luxury. Rather, she sees an urgent need for special rights for women—dealing with, for instance, motherhood and childcare—within
a human rights framework. She warned,
"You cannot take one aspect and ignore
another, because everything is all so very
interconnected."
Basu reported that it has only been in
these past few years that she has gotten involved in the promotion of women's rights
full-time. At first she avoided women's
issues and specialized in international contracts, because she felt she needed the selfconfidence that comes of experience and
having proved yourself in "men things."
"Each of us has to go through that stage of
growth, some longer than others." But when
asked if the male-dominated, bureaucratic
world of law forced her to compromise, she
replied with more humor and acceptance
than anger, "I usually try to make the other

person compromise! 1 feel that, nowadays, if
it weren't this sort of stress it would be
another. I always go to court in a sari.. .
Before starting my own office I was partnered with two men, very good friends of
mine. Once we went to a business lunch
about international contracts, which I handle, and my partners got asked all the questions and I was asked, 'Do you have any
children?' After the lunch was over, my partners said in relief, 'We were afraid you would
scream and lose the client!' and I replied,
'No, it was nice for once, you had to do all
the talking.'... if you feel secure the other
person looks foolish and if you let them
carry on they look even more foolish."
For those interested in law and feminism,
Basu has a few tips: educate yourself as to
who is doing what in what area ("we have to
be somewhat realistic as to what we concentrate on"), develop your networking skills
("this is definitely the most important stage
in furthering one's cause and career"), and
check out summer internships, some of
which permit interns counseling exposure.
Being a full-time feminist, she warns, "is not
lucrative," but can be fulfilling and worthwhile. "Ultimately one should reach a balance between goals and ideals and one's
professional career."

COLOR seeks anthology contributions
(Continued from page I)
lege or Bryn Mawr. Rather, the strong center,
the unity of sex or ethnicity, nurtures a tentative, fetal voice, otherwise silent, which inevitably enriches the dialogue in the larger
community.
This spring we will see the culmination of
that dialogue in the form of an anthology
conceived by COLOR but supported (thus
far) by Achot, ASA, GPA, Hypatia, ISA,
ISU, The Sisterhood, The BMC Women's
Center, CAWS, The Women's Spirituality
Group, and the BMC Alumnae Association.
The goals of the project are as follows:
l)To provide a forum in which the
women of COLOR can share their perspectives and concerns with each other and the
bi-College and women's college communities through essays, poetry, fiction,
graphics and photography.
2) To provide a forum in which ALL
members of these communities (students,
faculty, administrators, alumni/ae and staff)
may join us in expressing their perspectives
and concerns, by submitting original work
or assisting in the manner of their choice.
3) To provide a process through which

Trustees address
South African
investment policy
by Thandekile Shange
The first of the four Board of Trustees
meetings of Bryn Mawr College for the academic year 1986—87 took place September 26—27, 1986. The student representatives to the Board were invited to the Committee on Investment Responsibility meeting, addressing the issue of the College's investment in South Africa. The Committee
decided to stand by the decision made in the
spring about this issue. The decision states,
if the "three pillars" of apartheid are not "effectively dismantled," the College will have
complete divestiture by June 1, 1987. The
College's portfolio managers will be informed in December of this year to begin
divestiture unless there is a drastic change in
the state of apartheid in South Africa. The
College has proposed other measures in addressing the racist regime in South Africa.
These include giving financial aid to South
African students, forming a committee
which will deal with constructive proposals
from students and meeting with other colleges to draw up proposals about timeliness
for divestment.

and a product in which we can jointly
assert/celebrate our racial and cultural
heritages, our uniqueness, while appreciating the commonalities we share as
members of these communities and the
human race.
Please contribute! Entries need not be obviously related to issues of race or ethnicity.
Every individual has a heritage and a perspective which may manifest itself overtly or
subtly in anything s/he produces. We also
need organizational and financial
assistance.
QUESTIONS? SUBMISSIONS? Call
Seemi Ghazi at X6113, write box C—380, or
submit to the COLOR envelope at Rockefeller 40 (above the arch.) DEADUNE: NOV.
25, 1986.

Monitor asks for patience
I would like to respond to last week's letter concerning the computer center. I
thought the letter was very unfair, demonstrating a great lack of understanding and
patience on Marcy's part. The decision to
staff our center with students instead of with
administrative types was made with the
belief that students know more about the
problems/time constraints of other
students, and can more easily understand
and try to accommodate these problems.
To me, this decision is also an exciting and
bold step which extends farther than even
Bryn Mawr's tradition of student leadership
and responsibility. At no other school are
students as involved in operating such a
sophisticated system as ours; we're running
the show, and I think that's very exciting.
Yes, it has been a rocky transition from
Dalton to the new computer center, but the
main reason for this is the fact that we now
offer so many different computing options.
We, the operators, are trying to provide the
college with numerous computing and word
processing facilities, but it takes a while to
learn three different systems. All we ask is a
little patience during this initial transition
period. Come with a little extra time if you
have a paper to print, or take some time to
familiarize yourself with Microsoft Word, the
new word processing package, before you
have to write your first paper. We are trying
very hard to help people out when they are
down here—we want to make computing/
word processing a painless if not enjoyable
experience, so everyone come on down!
The more relaxed you are the better able we
are to help you; that's what we want to do, so
please have a little patience.
Lizzy Schmidt
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Davis performs "a touch of jazz"

The 30-year-old Hunter Davis, when asked
her age, replies "over 21."
IRENE YOUNG, courtesy Redwood Records

by Lorrie Kim
People who attempt to describe folksinger/songwriter/guitarist Hunter Davis'
voice get creative. "Strong, clear vocal interpretation"—"a combination of emotion and
training"—"energetic"—"husky, powerful,
booming"—"deep-toned, throaty blues"—
you get the idea. A favorite, from author
Armistead Maupin, perhaps conveys it best,
"Her voice can be champagne one moment
and hot buttered rum the next—an allpurpose instrument equipped to conjure,
comfort and seduce."
Hunter Davis was born and grew up in
North Carolina, and started her interest in

music there at an early age. Much of her current material (most of which she writes herself) reflects the days when she would sing
and play the blues with the folks in the backwoods of Carolina. Her style is a combination of folk, rhythm and blues, and "a touch
of jazz," with simple, heartfelt lyrics that deal
with "the essential things of life: love,
friends, relationships."
Although her upcoming performance at
Bryn Mawr's Centennial Campus Center will
be her first show at a women's college, she is
certainly no stranger to the genre. Her alma
mater, Sweet Briar College (a women's college in North Carolina), produced her first
album in 1977, "Horse Show at Midnight," a
memorial to a close friend who was killed in
a riding accident. After she recorded her
second album in 1982, "Girl's Best Friend,"
on her own Hunter Records label, she embarked on a full-time musical career, touring clubs, coffeehouses and women's music
festivals.
During this time Hunter built up a reputation as a warm, enthusiastic performer,
especially good with audience participation.
Her third album, "Harmony," just out this
year, has brought her marked national
attention ("I'm working every night of this
October tour," she muses with a smile).
Released on the Redwood Records label, it
features Ferron, Terry Garthwaite, Holly
Near, Linda Tillery and Theresa Trull among
the backup vocalists.
Hunter Davis will be in concert in the
Centennial Campus Center Main Lounge on
Sunday, October 19 at 8 pm. Entrance is
free to members of the tri-College community; all others $5 at the door.

The Bill Cratty Dance Theater will perform Tuesday, October 21 at 8:00 p.m. in Goodhart.
The performance is sponsored by the Bryn Mawr College Friends of Music and the Performing Arts.
KEN DUNCAN

New faculty join arts department
by Audrey Roettgers

Moliere's Le Misanthrope will be presented in French by the Compagnie Claude Beauclair
on Thursday, October 16 at 7:30 in Goodhart. Tickets for the tri-college community are
$ 1.00 (to defray French Department's costs in sponsoring this production). This is the first
in a series of events sponsored by the French Department to enrich the cultural awareness
of students at all levels of the language. Others include movies every Tuesday night (7 pm,
Thomas 111), Conversation Sessions, and lectures.
courtesy Bryn Mawr College Department ol French

On Our Honor: the Code
by The Honor Board:
Marcy Epstein, Dwaraka Ganesan,
Katherine Sherk, Lauren Suraci
and Carrie Wofford
We appreciate all the feedback we have
received thus far about this column. We feel
the need, however, to readdress the purpose
of it. It is not meant to insinuate that the
community needs a lesson about the Code,
but to suggest the need to talk about it,
since discussion helps us to incorporate it
and to exchange our ideas.
The abstract last week was not meant to
scare anyone. Our purpose in publishing
abstracts is to show how the Code is applied
in certain instances. By doing this, we hope
to facilitate discussion about the Code and
thereby bring it closer to the community. In
last week's abstract, the name of the student
involved was not Vilma. Furthermore, the
professor involved is not a member of the
Italian department; that, too, was changed.
He or she is a member of another depart-

ment. We would also like to make a correction. The student did not say that "a Bryn
Mawr degree was the only solid thing that
would 'secure' her future and that she would
do whatever was necessary to receive it."
This was the Board's opinion about her attitude. With this in mind, we hope that future
abstracts will not be seen as "abrupt" scare
tactics, but as educational tools. We don't
want to throw these abstracts at you; rather,
we want to share them with you.
Obviously, we feel that abstracts make
the Academic Honor Code more tangible.
The Social Honor Code, however, is less
easily encapsulated (Social Honor Code
hearings are also very rare). Unlike its clearcut academic half, the Social Honor Code is
a purposely nebulous document. Instead of
a set of rules, it is a set of values, or selfimposed guidelines, hence an empowering
document. With this power, however,
comes the responsibility to make the Code
work. The Social Honor Code is at its
weakest when we don't talk or think about
it—it is then ignored and static.

The start of this new academic year has
brought new faculty members to the Arts
Department of Bryn Mawr College. Two of
these new additions are Technical Director
Carmen Slider and Ava Blitz, director of
Fine Arts.
Carmen Slider joined our community this
fall working in Goodhart Hall as the Technical Director. This position has changed in
nature since her predecessor, Al Abrams,
held the job. The Technical Director has
become a member of the faculty, not just a
staff member. Her responsibilities range
from designing and set construction to being a technical consultant. In addition, as a
member of the faculty, Slider will be teaching a course in theatre design for the
1986-87 academic year, if things go as
planned. Presently, she is busy working
behind the scenes, literally, designing sets
and lighting and constructing sets for Mainstage, controlling the technical and lighting
aspects for student dance performances,
assisting and consulting in technical matters for incoming shows, providing
technical support for the bi-college community, taking care of the maintenance and
purchase of equipment, and supervising the
costume facility. She is also in charge of
volunteers who help her execute her many
duties. Slider feels her work is shaping the
future: determining what the theatre at Bryn
Mawr will concentrate on by her choice of
new equipment, by providing a learning
experience and inspiration for interested
students through the volunteer program,
and simply by the nature of her position,
teaching technical aspects of the theatre.
Slider did her undergraduate work at
Michigan State University. She did graduate
work at the University of Missouri and has
an MFA from Temple University.
Ava Blitz also joins us this year as the Fine
Arts director. She teaches studio art, in particular "Foundations of Graphics" which
emphasizes relief printing and silk screen
work, etching, lithography, and advanced
drawing. She organizes workshops given by
various visiting artists and shows and exhibitions that come to the Bryn Mawr College
community. Her specialty is printmaking
and works on paper in general. This in-

cludes things like opaque water colors and
painted photographs. As a result of Blitz's
arrival, a basic drawing course is to be added
to the course offerings for the spring semester. She is happy to be joining us for she has
always wanted to teach at a liberal arts college. This atmosphere provides for a blending of different types of learning, a hard-core
academic education combined with an
education in perception and representation
provided by the study of art.
Blitz spent two years of her undergraduate study at Mount Holyoke College. She
finished her BA at the University of Toronto.
Her MFA in Printmaking is from the University of Georgia. Additional study was done
at Ecole des Arts Decoratifs et des Beaux
Arts de Strasbourg. She has done additional
work in drawing, painting, art history,
photography, and sculpture.

Women's studies
funds available
from faculty
committee
The Faculty Committee on Feminism
and Gender Studies has a small fund available to help support student research in
women's studies. If you would like to apply
for funding submit a proposal to professor
Judy Porter in the Sociology Department by
October 15, 1986. Your proposal should include a description of your project and a
breakdown of your specific costs. These
funds are intended to help with unusual
costs, such as travel or the purchase of
specific supplies, rather than ordinary costs
such as books, paper or typing. These
should also be costs incurred in connection
with an independent project or senior
research, rather than a course assignment.
But if you are not sure that your costs qualify, you should submit a proposal. We will
be happy to consider it, and we are very
interested to know about any independent
or extra-curricular student projects in
women's studies. For additional information contact Patrice Waitzman in the Dean's
Office.
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SPORTS
Triathletes team together
by M.G. Miller

The Bryn mawr volleyball team, currently 7—1, will face Northeast Christian College on
Thursday, Oct. 9 at 7 p.m.
Eiiab4.hscherb.rt

Volleyballers victorious over Fords
by Stacey Collver and Laura Backer
"Anassa kata, kalo kale. . . Fight, fight,
inner light!" In front of their largest crowd
this season, the Bryn Mawr volleyball team,
undefeated in PAIAW league play, captured
a victory over Haverford Friday afternoon in
three straight wins. After strong play in the
first game, which they won 15-9, Bryn Mawr
went on to take on an early 10-5 lead in the
second. Haverford fought hard to gain control, giving the Mawrters a challenge as they
approached game point. In spite of the Ford
determination, Bryn Mawr went on to win,
15-10. In the third game, Bryn Mawr again
pulled away to an 11 -3 lead, dominating the
play until junior Kristin Fritzsche had the
final kill, finishing the game, 15-6.
Bryn Mawr coach John Kalohn was very
pleased with the consistency showed by his

team throughout the match. 'Today's play
was outstanding," he commented afterwards. "It was a team effort—they did well
as a whole."
In other volleyball action this week, the
Mawrters picked up an easy win over Penn
State Ogantz, winning 15-13,15-7, 15-8, on
Sept 30. They also beat Widener at home
on Oct. 1. The match, won 15-1, 12-15,
15-8, 15-11, was one in which the play was
not up to their potential, according to
Kalohn.
The win over Haverford now gives Bryn
Mawr a PAIAW record of 5-0, and an overall
record of 7-1. The Mawrters will go up
against Northeast Christian Jr. College 7
pm, Oct. 9, at home, and then travel to
Smith College to compete in the Seven
Sisters Tournament over fall break.

Infirmary offers counseling, rap groups
by the Student Infirmary Committee:
Madeline Marcus C 739,
Kristin Jhamb C-403, Audrey Yu C-543,
Haerih Choi C-948
Can we talk? Or, rather... Do you need
someone who can listen? If so, this year
more than ever the Infirmary is offering services to help you get through the hard times.
The BMC Infirmary Counseling service is a
twenty-four hour on-call extension of the
Infirmary. All counseling is kept entirely
confidential and your counseling neuer
appears on either your academic or medical
records. You can make an appointment
through your own counselor directly in
most cases, and unless you make the first

Trustees examine
report, charge
administration
(Continued from page 1)
Cambridge report, the Board of Trustees
issued a statement charging the administration "with developing a plan by March 1987
to bring the institution to financial equilibrium within a five-year period." The plan
must work both to increase revenue and
reduce expenditures. 'The Trustees are
committed above all to sustaining Bryn
Mawr's academic excellence," the statement
concluded; ". . .The Trustees are confident
that the administration, working closely
with the wider College community, will
meet the challenge before us."
Bryn Mawr must "maintain its distinctiveness and quality," said McPherson, "and the
most important thing is to have programs to
allow that."

move, your counselor will not even
acknowledge you as someone she knows in
public. The counselors recognize the need
of students to have an "escape valve," a
place to talk where someone understands.
For those who prefer to undergo counseling in a group setting, the Infirmary is
now offering group counseling session
coordinated by Rachel Goldberg, one of the
counseling staff members. The groups will
deal with such issues as school work, family,
work, and relationship problems. The hope
is that through discussing our problems
with one another in an open yet highly confidential setting, we will realize that a
Mawrter's plight is not a solitary one. "You
think you've got work? Well I've got seven
generations of armadillos to interbreed in
Bio Lab, and..."
Armadillos aside, the new peer rap
groups promise to be a great help to those
of us who find lots of shoulders (to cry on)
better than one. For information (no questions asked, ever!!) call the Infirmary x6223,
and ask for Rachel Goldberg.
In other news, there's a hot new issue on
the horizon. With the college's financial concerns coming to the fore, the Infirmary is
coming under some pretty serious scrutiny.
We have, unlike Haverford, a twenty-four
hour in-patient service that is used by a relatively small number of people. That service
costs a lot of money to maintain, especially
when the Infirmary is empty. The question
is, what if any changes could be made to
alleviate this "negative cash flow" problem,
and how would students feel about such
changes? NO decisions have been made as
of yet, so now is the perfect time for your
feedback. Please send questions, suggestions, and comments on this or any other
issue to the Committee, and in the meantime, let's keep those armadillos breeding!

The Iron Men and Women of the biCollege community came out to play last
Sunday morning. They constituted the 13
teams of super athletes who participated in
the first annual Team Triathlon, sponsored
by the Bryn Mawr College Athletic Association.
The event attracted a diverse representation of both Haverford and BMC. There were
upperclassmen and freshmen, bost-baccs,
graduate students, and even faculty
members. For this reason, there were two
divisions of competition—one for women's
teams, and one for men's and mixed teams.
The Team Triathlon consisted of three
events, held in this order: a 50-lap swim in
the pool, a 14.5 mile bike up and down the
hills of Bryn Mawr, and finally a 4.0 mile run.
The times proved to be competitive between all categories, and the competition
was intense. The first place team in the
men's and mixed category consisted of
Jonathan Burton (swimmer), Paul Pietrow
(biker), and Thomas Wagner (runner). They

turned in a time of 1:30.0. Second place
went to Robb Winters, Gordon Meehl, and
Dan Talbot with a time of 1:34.42. Placing
third overall, as well as first in the women's
division, was the team of Janet Lewis, Jennifer Staley, and Jennifer Kraut with a
1:44.05. And taking second place for the
women was the team of Kim Sarravezza,
Polly Stephens, and Lizzy Schmidt with a
1:45.17.
The biking leg was crucial in the women's
race. When Polly hopped onto her tenspeed, her team was in sixth place, but by
the end of the 14.5 miles she was in the lead.
She rode ruthlessly, tearing up the hilly
course without even sparing the life of the
helpless squirrels who got in her way. The
running race was close, with Jennifer Kraut
pulling it out in the end.
At the close of the morning, with the
athletes cheering the stragglers into the
finish line, it was obvious that the experience, although grueling for some, was a
fun one. There were many potential athletes
for the Individual Triathlon which will be
held this spring.

Swimmers brave Green Slime
by Jeanlne M. Donohue
The Bern Schwartz Gym Film Sydicate is
proud to present The Return to the Green
Slime, a fine film starring many of the swimmers who thrilled you last year in Invasion of
the Green Slime. This new film, however, will
also include some new swimmers from the
freshman class as well as upperclassmen
who, rather than being scared by Part I's
adventures, have decided to brave the Green
Slime once again.
Part I's adventures ended with the TriStates last year in February with all doing
rather well. Part II has just begun with daily
practices which have included side trips to
the weight room to battle with the Cobra
Twists, the Hip extensor, the terrifying
Bench Press and the Side Deltoid Flys. All of
these, for those of you who did not follow
the film last year or who are new to these
adventures, are weight room exercises and
the Green Slime is the pool. The swimmers
were even attacked in the first few minutes
of the film by fat calipers to discover their
body fat content—one swimmer almost
succumbed to death on this one although
she survived only to have to bicycle for three
minutes at 20 mps. In actuality, the Swim
Team was invited to a Sports Medicine
Clinic in Bryn Mawr to discover our
strengths and weaknesses—the fat pincher
and the scale were the scariest scenes.
Encounters with the Green Slime for the
most part have been productive. Wellington, the fearless leader of this brave
group, stated that there "is work to do" but
that "people are coming along already" and
not to fear, the team will once again defeat
that ugly monster. She went on to comment
that most of our swimmers/divers/Students
Against Green Slime have returned despite
some defections for Junior Year Abroad
(although some of those away are carrying
on the fight in such exotic places as Paris
and Jerusalem). Returning Seniors include
swimmers Kim Cline and Jeanine Donohue
and divers Karen Herzberg and Mia Nicholson. Of those brave members of the Class of
'90 who have joined our important fight, Kai
Bell and Meredith Miller are already gaining
headway against the chlorinated monster
with several other freshmen looking very
promising. Commitment has been stressed
this year and has been evident; Coach Wellington hopes that this commitment continues as the fight must continue.
Well, enough for now. . . look for the
saga to continue in the next edition coming
to you at Pern Arch and the Campus Center

in two weeks. . . until then, may the Force
be with the Swimming and Diving Teams as
they fight the ugly monster for the betterment of womankind and the Bryn Mawr College Athletic program.

Soccer shows
teamwork, defeats
Lehigh 4—0
by Stacey Collver
In an impressive display of teamwork,
spirit, and determination, the Bryn Mawr
soccer team defeated Lehigh University 4-0,
Saturday afternoon. Despite having to wait
an hour in the sun for their opponents to
appear, the Mawrters jumped into the game
in high spirits. Only minutes into the first
half, freshman Mary Scalia, seeing the
opportunity for a score, passed the ball upfield to sophomore Mary Gifford, who put
the ball into the net for the first score of the
match. The action continued to switch from
end to end, with both teams taking shots on
goal. With fourteen minutes left in the first
half, Gifford received a pass from freshman
Samantha Tarlton, and made a solo dribble
from half-field to score her second goal,
resulting in a half-time score of 2-0.
During the second half, Gifford took an
assist from senior co-captain Robin Furumoto, and added her third goal of the game.
The Mawrters worked hard to keep up the
passing and communication amongst
themselves, dominating the mid-field play.
Sophomore Veronika Thiebach crossed the
ball into a crowded area in front of the goal
and after rebounding off many legs, the ball
was finally kicked into the net by Tarlton,
making the final score, 4-0.
The players and coaches were extremely
enthusiastic about the game. 'The positions
were clear, and the passing was better,"
head coach Shahin Rahmani said after the
match. Sophomore Lisa Goekjian commented, "It was an excellent game."
Rahmani was not only pleased with his
team's performance, but also mentioned
how he enjoys working with the team.
They're fun, yet serious," he said. They are
disciplined and organized. I'm impressed
with them as a group."
The next game for the Bryn Mawr soccer
team will be at 4 pm on Wednesday, Oct.
15, against St. Joseph's University.

